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There have been numerous attempts, in the last decades, to understand the
origin of the unexpectedly large transverse single-spin asymmetry (AN) observed
in inclusive hadron productions at forward rapidities in transversely polarized
p↑+p collisions at different center-of-mass energies (

√
s). The current theoretical

frameworks aimed at explaining this puzzle include the twist-3 contributions in the
collinear factorization framework, as well as the transverse-momentum-dependent
contributions from the initial-state quark and gluon Sivers functions, and/or final-
state Collins fragmentation functions. Besides, there are indications that the
diffractive processes may contribute to the large AN . We present the detailed
investigations into the AN for electromagnetic jets (EM-jets) produced in inclusive
processes using the Forward Meson Spectrometer with transversely polarized p↑+
p data at

√
s = 200 GeV collected in 2015 at STAR. We observe a negative value

for the AN of EM-jets in diffractive processes. This finding shows a different sign
for AN in inclusive processes and needs further theoretical input in order to be
understood. Finally, we present the statistical projections of the AN for inclusive
and diffractive EM-jets utilizing p↑+ p data at

√
s = 510 GeV collected in 2017 at

STAR. This dataset allows for a substantial enhancement in statistical precision.
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1 Introduction1

Transverse single-spin asymmetry, denoted by AN , is also known as the left-right asymmetry2

of the particles produced with respect to the plane defined by the momentum and spin3

directions of the polarized beam. In recent decades, this asymmetry has been observed to be4

large for charged- and neutral-hadron production in polarized hadron-hadron collisions [1, 2,5

3, 4, 5]. These observations stand in contrast to nearly zero AN predicted by perturbative6

Quantum Chromodynamics in the hard scattering processes [6]. Two major frameworks7

provide potential explanations for such sizeable asymmetries. The first one introduces the8

transverse-momentum-dependent contributions from the initial-state quark and gluon Sivers9

functions and/or the final-state Collins fragmentation functions [7, 8]. The Sivers effect10

shows that this asymmetry comes from the correlation between the proton spin and the11

parton’s transverse momentum at the initial state [7]; while the Collins effect arises from12

the correlation between the spin of the fragmenting quark and the transverse momentum of13

the resulting hadron at the final state [8]. The second framework is based on the twist-314

contributions in the collinear factorization framework, which includes the contributions from15

the quark-gluon or gluon-gluon correlations and fragmentation functions [9]. Additionally,16

experimental measurements indicate that the significant AN might arise from diffractive17

processes, according to the analyses of AN for forward π0 and electromagnetic jets (EM-jets)18

in transversely polarized proton-proton (p↑ + p) collisions at STAR [5, 10].19

In this proceeding, firstly, we present the preliminary results of AN for inclusive EM-jets20

in p↑+ p collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV based on the STAR 2015 dataset. These results explore21

the dependence of AN on photon multiplicity, transverse momentum (pT ), and energy of the22

EM-jets. Furthermore, we present the preliminary result for AN of diffractive EM-jets using23

p↑ + p collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV from the same dataset. Finally, we show the statistical24

projection plots for AN of inclusive and diffractive EM-jets using p↑ + p collisions at
√
s =25

510 GeV from STAR 2017 data.26

2 Analysis27

2.1 Experiment setup28

The measurements are conducted with the STAR experiment at the Relativistic Heavy Ion29

Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National Laboratory. RHIC is the only polarized proton-30

proton collider in the world, which is able to provide transversely or longitudinally polarized31

proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV and 500/510 GeV. The presented measurements32

and statistical projections are performed using high luminosity datasets with transversely33

polarized p↑ + p collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV and 510 GeV, respectively. Their average beam34

polarizations are about 57% and 55%, and their integrated luminosities are about 52 pb−1
35

and 350 pb−1, respectively.36

The major detectors used for these analyses are the Forward Meson Spectrometer (FMS)37

and the Roman Pot (RP) detectors. The FMS serves as an electromagnetic calorimeter38

designed to detect photons, neutral pions, and η mesons. Located on the west side of the39

main STAR apparatus and about 7 meters away from the nominal interaction point, the40

FMS offers full azimuthal coverage and a pseudo-rapidity range of 2.6 to 4.2 [11]. The RP41

detectors are located on both sides, about 15.8 meters from the nominal interaction point42

along the beamline. Each side features two sets of RP detectors, separated by approximately43

1.8 meters. Within each set, there is a package with 4 silicon strip detector planes (SSDs)44

located above and below the beamline [12].45
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2.2 Electromagnetic jet reconstruction and corrections46

The EM-jet is the EM component of a full jet. To reconstruct the EM-jets, first, the FMS clus-47

ters were formed by grouping adjacent towers with non-zero energies. Then, a shower shape48

fitting was performed for every cluster to obtain the FMS points as the photon candidates,49

which were used in EM-jet reconstruction for the analyses. Further information regarding50

the FMS photon candidates can be found in [5]. The anti-kT algorithm was employed to51

reconstruct the EM-jets, with a resolution parameter of R = 0.7 [13]. The minimum pT re-52

quirement for the EM-jets was determined by either the trigger threshold or a fixed threshold53

depending on the dataset being analyzed.54

The reconstructed EM-jet energy and pT were first corrected by subtracting the contribu-55

tion from the underlying event, which was estimated using the “off-axis” cone method [14].56

In addition, the EM-jet kinematics were further corrected back to the “particle level” based57

on the simulation, in order to account for the detector response. This simulation framework58

was set up with PYTHIA 6 with Perugia 2012 Tune for the particle level event generation59

[15, 16]. The generated events were then passed through the GEANT-based STAR detector60

simulation.61

2.3 Channels and event selection for inclusive and diffractive pro-62

cesses63

The channels through which inclusive EM-jets are studied are p↑ + p → EM-jet +X.64

The presence of the rapidity gap between the RP and the FMS fulfilled the requirement65

for the diffractive processes. Consequently, diffractive events were identified by tagging the66

proton detected by the RP and identifying the EM-jets from the FMS. Two possible channels67

for the diffractive processes were considered: p↑ + p → p + EM-jet + X and p↑ + p →68

p + p + EM-jet +X. Both channels required exactly one proton detected in the RP on the69

west side. The former channel required no proton detected on the east side, while the latter70

required exactly one proton detected on the east side.71

The EM-jet reconstruction and correction procedures for inclusive processes and diffrac-72

tive processes followed the methodology mentioned in the previous section 2.2. Additional73

event selection criteria were applied to identify the diffractive events. Firstly, the number of74

tracks detected in the RP (RP track) had to match the expected number of protons for the75

either possible channel of the diffractive processes. Moreover, these RP tracks are required76

to reconstruct properly based on the geometric acceptance of the RP. Then, the sum of the77

energy from the west side RP track and EM-jets, referred to as sum energy, are not allowed78

to exceed the threshold. Finally, the cut based on the ADC value of Beam-Beam Counter79

(BBC) [17] was employed. Only the events with BBC ADC values not exceeding the specified80

threshold were retained. These final two cuts are able to reduce the fraction of background81

events significantly. More comprehensive information on these event selection criteria can be82

found in [18].83

3 Results84

3.1 Analysis method85

The cross-ratio method was used to extract theAN for both inclusive and diffractive processes,86

and the corresponding formulas are presented in Eq. 1 and 2. In both equations, Araw87

represents the raw asymmetry obtained from the yields N↑(↓)(ϕ) , N↑(↓)(ϕ + π) observed at88

azimuthal angle ϕ, (ϕ+ π) relative to the polarized beam direction for spin up (down) state.89

The term P corresponds to the average polarization of the proton beam. The cosine fit was90

applied to extract the AN from the raw asymmetry in Eq. 2.91
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Araw(ϕ) =

√
N↑(ϕ)N↓(ϕ+ π)−

√
N↓(ϕ)N↑(ϕ+ π)√

N↑(ϕ)N↓(ϕ+ π) +
√
N↓(ϕ)N↑(ϕ+ π)

(1)

Araw(ϕ) = PANcos(ϕ) (2)

This method takes advantage of detector azimuthal symmetry and cancels effects from92

the non-uniform detector efficiency and luminosity.93

3.2 Inclusive EM-jet AN for p↑+ p data at
√
s = 200 GeV94

Figure 1 presents the preliminary results of the inclusive EM-jet AN as a function of photon95

multiplicity, EM-jet pT , and EM-jet energy. The AN decreases as the photon multiplicity of96

the EM-jets increases. Notably, the EM-jets consisting of 1 or 2 photons exhibit the most97

pronounced asymmetry. The AN for xF < 0 (xF is the longitudinal momentum fraction98

xF = 2pL/
√
s) is found to be consistent with zero regardless of the photon multiplicity.99
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Figure 1: AN of inclusive EM-jet at FMS sorted by
photon multiplicity, pT , and energy bins. The lowermost
panels display the average xF values corresponding to
each pT bin. The black solid points represent the AN

values for xF > 0 and the red hollow points depict the
AN values for xF < 0.

In addition, the photon multi-100

plicity dependent inclusive EM-jet101

AN as a function of xF are pre-102

sented in Fig. 2 (left). The in-103

clusive EM-jet AN exhibits an in-104

creasing trend as xF increases, re-105

gardless of the photon multiplic-106

ity. Also, the AN of the EM-107

jet consisting of 1 or 2 photons is108

the strongest. This finding aligns109

with the previous measurement at110

STAR, where the AN of the isolated111

π0 was observed to be higher than112

that of the non-isolated π0 [5].113

3.3 Diffractive EM-jet AN114

for p↑+ p data at
√
s = 200115

GeV116

Figure 2 (right) presents the pre-117

liminary result for diffractive EM-118

jet AN as a function of xF . We ob-119

serve a non-zero diffractive EM-jet120

AN with a significance of 3.3σ be-121

low 0 at forward rapidity. More-122

over, a significant absolute AN is123

observed at the high xF region.124

However, the sign of the diffractive EM-jet AN is negative, which stands in contrast to125

the inclusive EM-jet AN in Fig. 1 and 2 (left). The AN for xF < 0 is found to be consistent126

with zero. More theoretical inputs are needed to understand the behavior observed in the127

diffractive results.128

3.4 Statistical projection for p↑+ p data at
√
s = 510 GeV129

The ongoing analyses of AN for both inclusive and diffractive processes are being conducted130

using data at
√
s = 510 GeV. This high luminosity dataset holds promising prospects for a131
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Figure 2: (left) Inclusive EM-jet AN as a function of xF at
√
s = 200 GeV for three cases:

nγ ≤ 2, nγ = 3, nγ ≥ 4. (right) Diffractive EM-jet AN as a function of xF at
√
s = 200 GeV.

The blue points represent xF > 0, while the red points represent xF < 0 with a constant
shift of -0.005 along x-axis for clarity. The rightmost points correspond to 0.3 < |xF | < 0.45.

more precise investigation of AN in both inclusive and diffractive measurements. To illus-132

trate the anticipated improvements, Fig. 3 shows the statistical projection for the inclusive133

processes, while Fig. 4 presents the statistical projection for the diffractive processes. These134

plots compare the data at
√
s = 200 GeV and 510 GeV. With the utilization of the

√
s =135

510 GeV data, a significant improvement in the precision of AN measurements is expected,136

resulting in a reduction in statistical uncertainty of about a factor of 3 for high energy and137

high photon multiplicity EM-jets for inclusive EM-jet AN measurement, and more than a138

factor of 2 for diffractive EM-jet AN measurement.139

4 Conclusion140

We present the inclusive and diffractive EM-jet AN using the FMS at STAR in p↑ + p141

collisions at
√
s = 200 GeV. The AN for inclusive EM-jets increased with xF . Notably,142

the AN with lower photon multiplicity for the inclusive processes was found to be larger.143

The AN for the diffractive processes is non-zero with a significance of 3.3 σ. However, the144

sign of diffractive AN is negative, which is opposite to that observed in the inclusive processes.145

Further theoretical inputs are needed to understand its underlying physics. Finally, with the146

higher luminosity data set for p↑+ p collisions at
√
s = 510 GeV at STAR, a higher precision147

will be achieved for both the inclusive and diffractive EM-jet AN .148
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